DMS-05567
Evacuee Tracking Kit

Effectively track evacuees and/or and special needs evacuation victims with the Evacuee Tracking System from DMS. Reconcile your patients’/evacuees’ category receipts and destination receipts for a clear managerial picture of incident. Patient Tracking Command Sheets are printed on 8 pt. waterproof/blood proof synthetic paper.

See tag compatibility list below.

The DMS-05567 Kit Includes:
• DMS-05561 - Portfolio Cover
  Approx. 20.5” X 14” (Unfolds to 20.5” X 28.5”)
• DMS-05506 - Synthetic Paper Command Board Sheets
  Pad of 25 - 11.5” X 17”
• DMS-05507 - 10 Spot Patient Category Pouches
  Pack of 50 - Adhesive Backed Vinyl - 2” X 10”
• DMS-05508 - 10 Spot Patient Destination Pouches
  Pack of 50 - Adhesive Backed Vinyl - 3.5” X 10”
• DMS-05582 - Disaster Evacuation Tags
  2 Packs of 25

This kit was designed for the following DMS tags:
DMS-05582 Disaster Evacuation Wristband Tags
DMS-05505 Special Needs Evacuation Wristband Tags
IMPORTANT!
Please read the following instructions outlining proper procedure for successful use of the DMS Evacuee Tracking System

The Evacuee Tracking System works in conjunction with DMS-05582 Disaster Evacuation Tags and DMS-05505 Special Needs Evacuation Tags.

1. Remove small sleeve from tracking portfolio and peal off backing to expose adhesive.

2. Align small sleeve under category column and press down firmly to adhere to command board.

3. Remove large sleeve from tracking portfolio and peal off backing to expose adhesive.

4. Align large sleeve under destination-via column and press down firmly to adhere to command board.

5. Place receipts removed from evacuation tags into pockets under category column.

6. Match tag number from removed destination receipts with tag number on previously placed receipts to successfully track patients.
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